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Ever-Present
Introduction
Death – it is our ultimate destination as human beings. Since history has been recorded,
we have produced countless theories and beliefs as to what happens when we die; none have
been proven to be true, and none will as long as we remain mortal. The thought of an unknown,
imminent fate frightens some people. They know eventually, all their life’s work and possessions
will be irrelevant (at least to them) when they pass away. On the other hand, one may wonder,
“If death is absolute and inescapable, why fear it?”
As a visual artist, the subject of death is difficult to capture; it is hard to display what you
can never see. However, I wanted my series for this thesis exhibition to be a challenging one not
only for myself as the photographer but for the audience as well. Although confronting our
mortality and that of others isn’t always easy, it is important to do so. Ever-Present presents a
loose narrative of what we know about leaving this world through the display of framed
photographic prints and images on silk curtains. With this series I do not aim to frighten people
with the fact that they will die, but instead show them in an aesthetic fashion that it is a part of
being human, and that there will be more to us after death than our things.
History
Personal Photographic History
My father had practiced amateur photography back in the 1980’s with a Chinon C4
analog camera. When I was in high school, my sister had found the Chinon, and she and I would
share it along with one of my mother’s many digital point-and-shoot cameras. My father had
never shown us any photographs he had taken with the exception of family gatherings, but he
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was more than excited to teach us about film
photography. Whether we were walking the
dog, on a family vacation or wandering our
neighborhood with friends, the cameras went
with us. Later, we would walk to Walgreens
to have our film developed and begin
Figure 1, one of my earliest film photographs

shooting again. I soon began seeing the

world around me differently.
Our main photography teacher in high school, as nice of a man as he was, did not always
make teaching us his main priority. When it came time to review the photos from our latest
assignment, he would fall asleep during a discussion or simply never give feedback. We even
made up some of our assignments towards the end of the class ourselves. Nevertheless, I fell in
love with the camera. I began to look deeper into the world and community of photography, and
even attempt to imitate certain photographer’s styles and processes, most memorably Carmelo
Bongiorno. With my camera, I could document my life as well as the lives of others, and create
beautiful imagery that could transcend what I saw in reality, with the click of the shutter.
After graduating high school, I bought my first digital SLR camera, a Canon Rebel T2i,
and when it came time to leave for college, much to my sister’s dismay, I took the old Chinon
with me as well. Enrolled in my first college photo class, I learned to see my photographs before
I took them. I learned how to use a light-meter (until then, I had been metering by approximation
and trail-and-error with some accuracy), what the zone system was, and eventually the phrase
“pre-visualization.” That was when I realized how much photography had impacted my life. Not
only had I begun to see the world differently, I learned how to see from a hundred different
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angles. My professors at Grand Valley
State University helped me hone my
skills technically and conceptually. My
mind was racing most of the time,
thinking of new ideas for photo-shoots
and spending late nights photographing
with my friends and roommates
(admittedly many of those all-nighters were the consequence of procrastination on assignments).
After going through 35mm and 4x5 film, digital, and experimental photography classes, I
perceived everything as a potential still image, framed and frozen in time. More importantly, I
knew I could capture it, and share with

Figure 2, "Force #1" from my digital photography class

others how truly awe-inspiring I find our world to be. It was a beautiful revelation.
Through the past four years of attending Grand Valley State University, I’ve grown
immeasurably as a photographer and human being. Through the friends I’ve lost and gained, the
places I’ve been and things I’ve seen, I cannot even remember how life once was such a short
time ago. Photography has helped me explore new realms of ideas as well as make certain I
remember it all. As I approach the end of my college career and plan the first real exhibition of
my work, I feel as I did that first week of college. Although I won’t physically be moving (not
yet, at least), I am beginning a new journey that will undoubtedly change who I am and how I
perceive this surreal world we find ourselves in, all the while exploring through the lens.
History of Photography
There is a multitude of photographers and processes that have inspired me throughout the
creation of this series. Although my look at mortality and death is a more contemporary point of
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view, death has been the subject in photography for almost as long as the process has been in
existence.
What is commonly known as the first form of photography, the daguerreotype
(introduced by Louis Daguerre in France, 1839) provided an affordable way for people to have
portraits taken of themselves and relatives (Hirsch). If
someone in the family, generally a younger member or
even an infant, passed away, relatives could have a portrait
taken to remember them by. In their minds, they “preferred
to capture an image of a deceased loved one rather than not
have a photograph at all” (Marien). In these post-mortem

Figure 3,”Self Portrait as a Drowned Man

portraits, the deceased person or persons would usually be posed as if they were alive, sometimes
even posed next to a living relative. This process became fairly commonplace in the Victorian
Era, but was replaced in the 20th century by new photographic processes and trends growing in
popularity.
A photographer by the name of Hippolyte Bayard reacted adversely with the
announcement of the daguerreotype. In short, Bayard claimed to have invented photography with
his process of direct positive printing before Daguerre and even William Henry Fox Talbot of
England were known, though the latter men are historically credited as the first. In response to
this discrepancy, shown in Figure 3, Bayard posed as having committed suicide by drowning
himself, with a message written on the back of the photograph from an observer’s perspective
describing the “victim’s” injustice (“Hippolyte Bayard”). Although this is a work of fiction and a
visual protest against personal hardship, Bayard had taken a different approach to traditional
post-mortem imagery that peeks into the realm of conceptual photography.
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As the art and science of photography advanced, so did the possibilities for
photographers, both technically and ideationally.
Henry Peach Robinson of England is well-known
for his combining of glass negatives in the
developing process to produce a single albumen
silver composite print. One of his most famous
Figure 4, “Fading Away”

photomontages is Fading Away. Created in 1858,

this image confronts death in much more of a narrative fashion than the formal post-mortem
portraits. Shown in Figure 4, this scene depicts a young girl in her final moments of life, being
held by her mother, and a grieving father looking out a window. Instead of a family portrait of
the dead posed as living, this photograph portrays a morbid scene of anguish for a family. What
is also significantly different about this image is that the woman laying down is not dying, but
merely a model for the photographer. Around this time, there was a large debate over whether or
not photography was an art form. Robinson was very much involved in the matter, claiming his
formal and aesthetic elements as well as his careful creation and composition of the photograph
involved just as demanding as painting was to an artist (Robinson). This transition from
photography being a scientific recording device to an artistic medium is monumental in the
history of art and photography.
Over a century and a half later, photography has taken leaps and bounds in the art world
and in society as a whole, and the world of contemporary photography is ever-changing. While
the introduction of digital photography and other technology has helped photographers explore
many new realms of visual expression and documentation, these advancements have also given
photographers an opportunity to revisit concepts with a fresh perspective.
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An important inspiration for this work was a series and photo essay by Soichiro
Koriyama titled Kodokushi: Apartments of Lonely Deaths in Tokyo. Koriyama, a documentary
photographer based in Japan, photographed multiple apartments of people who had passed away
suddenly and unknowingly. In some cases, the bodies were not found for days or even weeks,
having partially decayed by the time they are discovered (Koriyama). The corresponding
photographs portray seemingly average apartments, though everything is very still, as seen in
Figure 5. The series evokes a sense of familiarity, looking into someone’s personal life and
belongings, until you see a dark silhouette on the ground or bed where the body had begun to
decompose. This look at death is almost voyeuristic in nature, and is exceptionally different than
the visions of Robinson or that of the post-mortem photographers of the Victorian era. Instead of
focusing the lens on the deceased, Koriyama
instead takes pictures of what remains of the
inhabitants, which could be anything from a
pair of glasses on the nightstand to a grisly
stain cemented into the carpet. This step of
abstraction lets the viewer piece together
their own narrative of the resident before

Figure 5

their abrupt passing.
Another contemporary photographer with a similar look at the evidence of mortality is
Justin Kimball. His series Pieces of String is composed of photographs of the interior of empty
homes after the owner passes away. These images, such as the one in Figure 6, show “the legacy
of these people’s lives as evidenced by the ordinary,” taken while Kimball’s brother worked as
an auctioneer clearing the houses in preparation to sell (“Justin Kimball: Pieces of String”). Like
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Koriyama, Kimball uses his
camera to transform a small,
commonplace item or a simple
scene into a strong representation
of a life now lost. A strong visual
element of Koriyama and
Kimball’s work is their capture of
Figure 6, “Lewis Drive”

natural light. This natural light

shining through windows illuminates these spaces in a delicate way, and can even take on an
ethereal form of its own relating to mortality and empty environments.
This aesthetic proved to be a strong element in my work. With Ever-Present, I took into
consideration the lighting conditions of every scene before shooting. With the exception of a
couple images, every piece in this series is lit with natural light. As in the work of Kimball and
Koriyama, I believe this transforms the space into an ephemeral environment, yet frozen forever
within a frame. One of my photographs that reflect this concept is seen in Figure 7. This idea is
echoed throughout the series, the
juxtaposition between mortality and
being frozen in time or memory.
Writer Susan Sontag, in her
collection of essays On Photography,
has discussed this idea, claiming that
“all photographs are memento mori.
Figure 7, "The Houseplant"
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To take a photograph is to participate in another person’s (or thing’s) mortality, vulnerability,
mutability” (Sontag).
An additional inspiration to
this body of work is the
installation work of Susan Kae
Grant. Her series Night Journey
does not deal with mortality, but
with dreams. Her black and
white photographs depict surreal
Figure 8, a look at Grant's "Night Journey" installation

images from her subconscious

taken in her studio. While some of her images are framed prints on a gallery wall, her installation
also incorporates images on large sheets of silk fabric. These photographic murals are translucent
and organized throughout the gallery space in a way that they layer themselves, constantly
changing as the viewer wanders amongst them (Figure 8). Grant’s exhibition successfully
mimics the fleeting, intangible nature of dreams, and helps the audience visualize the space as a
dream of their own. Although she is not dealing so much with mortality, I believe that for an
artist to create a body of work that visualizes the intangible and ephemeral is outstanding.
Therefore, I incorporated this idea in my own installation for this body of work, seen in Figure
10. Where Grant introduced dreams, I introduced memories.
The Images
While photographing these images, I focused on the fleeting, delicate aspects of each
scene in relation to the stagnant objects in the house: the soft light coming in from the window
illuminating the dying plant in the stairwell, a solitary fluorescent light over a collection of tools
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and miscellaneous objects. Nearly all of the scenes in my photographs were found in the homes
of myself or family members, notably my parents and my mother’s parents. While
photographing in these places, I began to analyze the spaces in relation to my thesis, and almost
felt a sense of grief or remorse, as if I were condemning my relatives and their homes through
my postmortem vision.
I constantly catch myself isolating figures or subjects in my photographic work, and many of the
objects in this series are prone to this gaze. However, I felt it important in some images to take
wide-angle shots to give the viewer a sense of walking into this environment, of being in this
space that is absent of a resident. One person (whether it was a friend or a professor I cannot
remember) described them as “portraits without people,” and I thought this was a very
appropriate description. This series focuses on the relationship between the evident and the
intangible. The spaces in my images had been witness to countless life events, perhaps a
birthday, or a fight, and are now void of all life. The color is drained from the scene, and the
objects that appear in it are forever frozen in time as they were before their owner passed away.
Susan Sontag spoke of this phenomenon, stating that once a picture is taken of something,
capturing it in a frame, the photograph “testifies to time’s relentless melt” (Sontag). As opposed
to the work of Koriyama and
Kimball, these images, along with
my silk curtains in the
installation, create a narrative in
which you can see the former
inhabitants.

Figure 9
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I carefully chose the portraits for the curtains as well. I originally printed the portrait of a
young man on the curtain, seen in Figure 9. It depicts a nude young man from the torso up, with
his head turned and eyes closed, expressionless; he is reminiscent of the post-mortem portraits of
the 19th century. Although I initially loved the look of this image printed on the delicate organza
fabric, the more my print work progressed, the more I realized this neutral portrait would not
work cohesively with the rest of the series. I then experimented with portraits of various ages,
and again, found an image I thought fit for the body of work but did not deliver the desired effect
working with my prints. Eventually, I came to the conclusion of using old family portraits, from
my family as well as that of my friend. These photographs have a feeling of familiarity or
nostalgia to them, being de-saturated or yellowed and the hair and clothing reflecting another era
entirely. Initially I planned on having only one silk curtain, though after finding another portrait
to potentially use and planning out the installation itself in a gallery setting, I knew I needed
another to complete the series.
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The Body of Work
As my artist statement tries to explain, although the subject of death can be difficult and
emotional to confront, we need to realize that it is natural, and although it may be painful to lose
someone or know you will not always be around,
your memory and legacy remains. This installation
visualizes this exact juxtaposition. The use of the
silk portraits in this installation represents that
“ethereal vestige,” the metaphysical remnants of
the characters of this place. The framed images
behind them depict all we can see when someone
dies: their home, their belongings, and
fundamentally their former lives. Some images
represent the fact that time has passed without
anyone basically taking care of the space, such as
Figure 10, the finished installation at the GVSU PAC Gallery

the image of an un-watered plant or mail being

uncollected, while others are subtle and timeless, things left as they were before their owner
passed away. I chose to further exaggerate this idea of loss by de-saturating the images, leaving
them cold and lifeless in a sense. For this installation, I chose to frame my prints in
shadowboxes, though the prints do not sit as deep in the frame as many shadowboxes are set up.
I wanted this depth behind glass to act as a window, allowing the audience to feel as if they are
looking through a window into the space once occupied by those hanging before them. By
hanging these translucent portraits in front of the framed prints (Figure 10), the intangibility of
the memory of loved ones lost in exaggerated, having the audience seeing the man or woman
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until they move closer or observe more closely to see that the scenes in the prints are the only
concrete remains.
Assessment
Ever-Present was my largest and most laborious work to date. Over the course of nearly
four months, I’ve taken thousands of photos, spent sleepless nights hunched in front of a
computer screen, and connected with a dozen fellow colleagues and photographers that I now
consider good friends of mine. From day one until the final days before installing this exhibition,
my ideas have been in constant gyration, always changing and flowing in my head. A large aid in
this process was to push myself to constantly take photographs – this motivation came from my
professor and advisor Victoria Veenstra. Instead of solely shooting my original idea and calling
it quits, I went out and shot nearly every day, providing fuel to the mental blaze of creativity.
Now, with my work on the walls and hanging from the ceiling, I am worlds away from my early
ideas and proud to be where I am.
This exhibition, Penultimate, has also helped me realize the true importance of teamwork
and support in real-life and creative environments. We soon found out that creating a body of
work was only a fraction of the work involved in creating a gallery exhibition. I had not
contemplated the real importance of publicity, design, and communication in this exhibition until
I was neck-deep in preparation for the show. Although I was stressed at times, as I’m sure many
of us were at various times throughout this semester, this process gave me a broad understanding
of how to professionally and efficiently execute an exhibition.
This series and exhibition also has myself focusing more on fine art photography rather
than straight documentary photography, which I typically do. Although I do experiment from
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time to time in numerous fields of photography, to create an entire conceptual installation is
monumental for me, and I have enjoyed every step of its production.
In the broader expanse of society and contemporary art, I don’t believe my concept is
new in any sense, but simply another take on an ever-present thought in the back of our minds
(hence the title). As stated earlier, death may be viewed as a problem that we all must face
whether we would like to or not, and all cultures and artists express this idea differently, whether
it involves fear or otherwise. I have a cinematic eye for composition and aesthetics, and
incorporating this into an installation and loose narrative have all the elements come together in a
powerful way.
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Appendix
Technical Notes
Throughout this project, I was shooting on a Canon Rebel T2i 12MP DSLR camera, with
the exception of the two images printed on silk, which were old family photos scanned with an
Epson V600 flatbed scanner. The print images were edited using Adobe Photoshop CS5 & CS6
and printed on Epson Ultra Premium Luster Photo Paper. The scenes depicted were found
settings from a variety of houses belonging to friends, family and myself. The curtain portraits
are printed on 8mm silk chiffon fabric that had been heat transferred onto 36” inkjet paper prior
to printing; the silk is then peeled off of the paper once printing has completed. I used basic wire
cable and curtain rods to support the curtains in the gallery while using shallow black, metal
shadowbox frames for the prints (all shown in Figure 10).
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